
EQ #2- What are 
pesticides? What Are 
the risks & benefits 



Today we will learn
What is a pesticide?  

What are the characteristics and types of 
pesticides? 

What are the benefits and risks of using 
pesticides? 

How are pesticides regulated in the U.S.? 

Are there viable alternatives to pesticides? 



WARM-UP #1- SPIDERS 
CASE STUDY

Read the case study about Spiders on Farms in 
China.  Answer the Q’s in your INB on the LEFT side. 

1.  HOW ARE SPIDERS A TYPE OF “PESTICIDE?               
2. List TWO other examples of plants, insects 
or animals that you know of that play an 
important role as predator in an ecosystem.                               
3.  HOW DO YOU FEEL ABOUT SPIDERS IN 
YOUR HOUSE? WHAT DO YOU DO WITH THEM?                       
4.  List TWO other fun facts you read from 
the article. 



Do we have a significant 
pest problem?

Pests hurt production and profits in 
agriculture and industry and spread 
disease.  They are worth controlling. 

Worldwide, only about 100 species of pests 
cause 90% of ALL damage to agriculture 
crops.  But many pesticides kill ALL living 
organisms. 



Why do we need 
Pesticides? We have a role

human activities have disrupted nature’s 
ability to check and balance pest 
populations. 

clearing forests, building roads, filling 
wetlands & farming 



Why are Pests a problem?

They compete with people for food 

Spread disease 

invade gardens and lawns 

cause structural damage to buildings 

are a nuisance 



What is a pesticide?
Is ANY substance that kills an unwanted 
organism 

Types- 

Herbicide (plants) 

Insecticide (bugs) 

Rodenticide (rodents) 

Fungicide (fungus)



How Much do we use?



What is a First Generation 
Pesticide?

FIRST GENERATION PESTICIDES are                   
*NATURALLY OCCURRING                      
*MANY DERIVED FROM PLANTS                                 
*NOT HUMAN-MADE                                                                                    
*USED More BEFORE WWII  

SOME WERE HIGHLY TOXIC (used in 1600s)             
*MERCURY                                          
*ARSENIC                                                   
*LEAD 

PLANT EXTRACTS & BOTANICALS- 
PYRETHRUM, NICOTINE- ARE MUCH LESS 
TOXIC & PERSISTENT 



What is a second Generation 
Pesticide?

ARE SYNTHETIC / HUMAN-MADE MADE 
ORGANIC CHEMICAL COMPOUNDS 

Involve long chemical chains; many active 
ingredients 

MADE AFTER WWII (DDT) 

MANY ARE HIGHLY TOXIC AND PERSISTENT 

MANY ARE BROAD SPECTRUM- TOXIC TO 
MANY PESTS AND NON-PEST SPECIES (DDT)           



WHAT IS PERSISTENCE

IS THE LENGTH OF TIME A PESTICIDE 
REMAINS DEADLY IN THE ENVIRONMENT  

CAN BE MANY YEARS / DECADES 

IS BIOLOGICALLY MAGNIFIED IN FOOD 
WEBS





VENN DIAGRAM

CREATE A VENN DIAGRAM In your INB that                               
COMPARES AND CONTRASTS…               
FIRST & SECOND GENERATION PESTICIDES. 

Include for Each-                                              
*Definition                               
*characteristics                                    
*examples &                                           
*trade-offs



The case FOR pesticides
SAVE HUMAN LIVES 

Increase food supplies at lower cost 
(initially) 

Works better and faster than alternatives 

Health risks are less significant than 
overall benefits 

Newer pesticides are safer and can be used 
at lower rates now. 



The Case AGAINST Pesticides

Can kill non-target and natural control 
species 

Are persistent (stay deadly) and don’t stay 
put (get into water and air) 

Cause human health diseases and sickness 

Can harm wildlife 

Can cause an increase in other pest species 

Genetic Resistance



Monday / Tuesday

Wrap up notes on Pesticides (EQ #2) 

What alternatives to pesticides are 
available?  

How are Pesticides regulated? 

What is Integrated Pest Management (IPM)?



Warm-Up Q’s

1.  Describe the difference between 1st and 
2nd Generation pesticides.  give an example 
of each. 

2.  Which is more harmful? Why? 

3.  What are the key risks of 2nd generation 
pesticides? What are TWO benefits?



What characteristics would an 
Ideal Pesticide have?

Affects only targeted pest and NOT other 
species. 

No development of genetic resistance 

Breaks down quickly in the environment 

Is MORE Cost-effective than doing nothing 

Is this possible???



Pesticide Film Clips

Bed Bugs- https://vimeo.com/23592801 

DDT in Africa-                                        
https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=kHwqandRTSQ

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kHwqandRTSQ


DDT & Malaria 
prevention-Follow up

Millions die each year from malaria 

DDT sprayed indoors and used with bed nets 
to prevent malaria from mosquitoes 

DDT not used as much today because 
mosquitoes developed resistance and have 
evolved to be able to tolerate DDT 

This tolerance makes them resistant to 
other pesticides, too.



Pesticide Laws & Regulations

There is only ONE main law- The Federal 
Insecticide, Fungicide & Rodenticide Act (FIFRA). 

Pesticides are evaluated, regulated and tested 
under the law. 

FIFRA is a FEDERAL law and is enforced by the 
Environmental Protection Agency (EPA). 

The law is outdated and poorly enforced 

Chemical companies themselves test products & 
report risks. 



Alternatives to 2nd 
Generation Pesticides

Treat conditions NOT just problem 

Adjust cultivation practices 

Use genetically-resistant plants 

Use biological pest control (like the spider) 

promote insect birth control (frontline) 

Use hormones & pheromones to discourage 
pests.



Activity- 10 Reasons to 
Not Use Pesticides

Read the List 

Star your top THREE reasons—the ones 
that seem most important 

Pair share your three with a partner what & 
Why you picked these  

On a LEFT side, List the TOP THREE reasons 
from the article that you think are most 
convincing.  Tell why you chose each. 



What is IPM?

Integrated pest management (IPM) - is a 
strategy that focuses on a longterm 
prevention of pests by imitating nature 

Uses biological controls (Natural 
predators) whenever possible 

Uses chemical pesticides as a last resort 
only and in limited quantities



What is the process?
The IPM Process focuses on 

1.  Identification- What is the pest? where 
is it coming from? 

2.  Prevention & exclusion- Prevent the 
conditions 

3. Monitoring - Monitor for new populations 

4.  multiple tactics - Uses several NON-
chemical tactics to deal with the pests first



Why is IPM Not More 
Widely Used?

Requires Expert Knowledge 

Slower than conventional pesticides 

Initial costs may be higher



Activity- Pesticides 
Tradeoff Poster

Not assigned this year…




